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Concise Dictionary Of Pharmacological Agents Properties - Scope the dictionary is centred on pharmacologically active agents. Workers in drug-related disciplines need to correctly identify individual agents from an arsenal of pharmacologically active compounds each with a number of alternative drug names according to the country or naming convention.
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Concise Dictionary Of Pharmacological Agents Properties - This book comprises two main sections: an A-Z listing of drugs and their properties and a descriptive glossary of technical terms. The level and scope of this reference material will make it essential for pharmacologists and medicinal chemists from the graduate student to established worker.

Concise Dictionary Of Pharmacological Agents Properties - Add tags for Concise Dictionary of Pharmacological Agents Properties and Synonyms be the first, Concise Dictionary of Pharmacological Agents Properties - Abstract this dictionary provides a personal reference source intended to complement more encyclopaedic works. First, there is an alphabetic fully cross-indexed listing of pharmacologically active agents and their properties containing details of some 4000 individual chemical agents including medical drugs in current use and experimental agents and toxins used as investigational tools.

Concise Dictionary Of Pharmacological Agents Properties - The purpose of this dictionary is to provide a convenient and affordable personal desk reference resource. Workers in drug-related disciplines need to correctly identify individual agents from an arsenal of pharmacologically active compounds each with a number of alternative drug names according to the country or naming convention.

Concise Dictionary Of Pharmacological Agents Properties - This book provides the ultimate resource for medicinal and pharmaceutical chemists, presenting concise chemical physical properties and much other chemical material it might hitherto could be gathered only from a well-stocked library.

Concise Dictionary Of Pharmacological Agents Properties - Dictionary of pharmacological agents which extensively detail full chemical names and much other chemical material it might be noted that the classification of drugs into families corresponds fairly closely to the latter of these books the pharmacology of which was also our responsibility. Pharmacological Definition and Synonyms - Dictionary of pharmacological agents. This book provides the ultimate resource for medicinal and pharmaceutical chemists presenting concise chemical physical and bibliographic data on drugs and pharmacological agents.
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